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Abstract 

Petrochemical producers face lot of pressures to perform efficiently in a specified time constraint. This pressure increases the 

revenues and decreases the operating cost with reduced on-site domain expertise which results in missing the targets and losing 

the opportunities. This can be improved by using performance analysis via advanced technologies. The results of a simulation 

model of Platforming process for online monitoring are analyzed for the deviations. An attempt is made to apply expert system for 

the diagnosis of the failures in remotely monitored operations for chemical process. An Expert System is a computer program that 

simulates the thought process of a human expert to solve complex decision problems in a specific domain. Expert systems are 

expected to grow continuously for several years. The significance of the present study is to reduce the number of candidates for 

the real causes which would occur. By using expert system, one can reduce the searching process to the extent of being practically 

feasible. Developing expert system makes an operator to understand and identify the real causes for the failures of the simulation 

process.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Today’s petrochemical producers face a lot of pressures to perform better, faster and more efficiently. This pressure increases the 

revenues and decreases the operating cost with reduced on-site domain expertise which results in missing the targets and losing 

the opportunities. This can be improved by using performance analysis via advanced technologies. The solution of performance 

analysis operating remotely aids in monitoring, optimizing and sustaining the performance of process units in petrochemical 

industries. This analysis provides timely access to information and recommendations allowing producers to make better decisions 

on their industrial products and how to operate their industry more efficiently. 

The performance analysis will be done by developing the process models in simulation tools. These process modeling tools are 

powerful which enables mangers and engineers to link critical business objectives to process design enabling true plant lifecycle 

modeling. This process model using simulation design includes monitoring equipment performance, evaluating the effect of feed 

changes, upsets and profitability. The simulation design gives a wide variety of reports and graphical representations which will 

be useful for performance of the industry. Simulation is the act of representing some aspects of the real world by numbers or 

symbols which may be manipulated to facilitate their study. Simulation is a mathematical model of a process, which attempts to 

predict how the process would behave if it was constructed. The system at hand may be ill-suited for the problem under 

consideration and may never reach an answer for it, or do so only after very considerable effort. Simulating systems are man-made 

and as such contain ‘bugs’ which the user may be unaware of, or all-too-aware of, and these ‘bugs’ may lead to incorrect answers 

or no answers. 

An Expert System is a computer program that simulates the thought process of a human expert to solve complex decision 

problems in a specific domain. The growth of expert systems is expected to continue for several years. With the continuing growth, 

many new and exciting applications will emerge. An expert system operates as an interactive system that responds to questions, 

asks for clarification, makes recommendations, and generally aids the decision-making process [1]. Expert systems provide expert 

advice and guidance in a wide variety of activities. First Expert System, called DENDRAL, was developed in early 70’s.A general 

definition that is representative of the intended functions of expert systems is:  

“An Expert System is an interactive computer-based decision tool that uses both facts and heuristics to solve difficult decision 

problems based on knowledge acquired from an expert”.  

Simplified definition:   Inference engine + knowledge = Expert system 

An algorithm for diagnosis of system failures in the chemical process in order to eliminate carrying out the complicated and 

inefficient quantitative simulation, the mathematical model of the system structure to represent the propagation of failures is 
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simplified in a qualitative fashion. The origin of the system failure can be located at the maximal strongly-connected component 

in the cause effect graph reflecting the pattern of abnormality [2]. The key variables which affect steady-state stability are identified 

through discussions with operators and engineers a set of decision rules relating these key variables to system stability are then 

established and stored in the knowledge base. With these inference rules and system state at hand, the expert system performs 

steady-state stability analysis through deductive reasoning [3]. If-then production rules can be used to organize the expert knowledge 

regarding fault isolation. The process of successive classification of system states can be formulated by if-then rules [4].  

The challenges and status of the application of expert system technology in process plants is considered in process control using 

a real time expert system. In particular the problems of knowledge representation include the need to represent dynamic qualitative 

knowledge, dynamic analytic knowledge and the deep structure of the process [5]. 

II. EXPERT SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND HUMAN INTERFACES 

An expert system operates as an interactive system that responds to questions, asks for clarification, makes recommendations, and 

generally aids the decision-making process. Expert systems have a number of major system components and interface with 

individuals who interact with the system in various roles. This can be illustrated in figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Components of Expert System 

 Components and Interfaces 

 Knowledge base: A declarative representation of the expertise; often in IF THEN rules. 

 Working storage: The data which is specific to a problem being solved. 

 Inference Engine: The code at the core of the system which derives recommendations from the knowledge base and problem 

specific data in working storage. 

 User Interface: The code that controls the dialog between the user and the system. 

 Roles of individuals who interact with expert system 

 Domain Expert: The individuals who currently are experts in solving the problems; here the system is intended to solve. 

 Knowledge Engineer: The individual who encodes the expert’s knowledge in a declarative form that can be used by the 

expert system. 

 User: The individual who will be consulting with the system to get advice which would have been provided by the expert. 

 System Engineer: The individual who builds the user interface, designs the declarative format of the knowledge base, and 

implements the inference engine. 

 Heuristic Reasoning 

Human experts use a type of problem-solving technique called heuristic reasoning. Commonly called rules of thumb or expert 

heuristics, it allows the expert to arrive at a good solution quickly and efficiently. Expert systems base their reasoning process on 

symbolic manipulation and heuristic inference procedures that closely match the human thinking process. Conventional programs 

can only recognize numeric or alphabetic strings and manipulate them only in a preprogrammed manner. 

 Search Control Methods 

All expert systems are searching intensive. Many techniques have been employed to make these intensive searches more efficient. 

Branch and bound, pruning, depth-first search, and breadth-first search are some of the search techniques that have been explored. 

Because of the intensity of the search process, it is important that good search control strategies be used in the expert systems 

inference process. 

 Forward Chaining 

This method involves checking the condition part of a rule to determine whether it is true or false. If the condition is true, then the 

action part of the rule is also true. This procedure continues until a solution is found or a dead end is reached. Forward chaining is 

commonly referred to as data-driven reasoning. 
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 Backward Chaining 

Backward chaining is the reverse of forward chaining. It is used to backtrack from a goal to the paths that lead to the goal. Backward 

chaining is very good when all outcomes are known and the number of possible outcomes is not large. In this case, a goal is 

specified and the expert system tries to determine what conditions are needed to arrive at the specified goal. Backward chaining is 

thus also called goal-driven. 

III. CCR PLATFORMING PROCESS 

In the present study the methodology of implementing one of the process technologies for online monitoring is discussed and the 

expert system for remotely monitoring operations for the process technology is developed. 

 Platforming Process Technology 

First step in the implementation process is to understand the Platforming process technology in detail. Platforming process is a 

UOP-developed and engineered catalytic reforming process in widespread use today throughout the petroleum and petrochemical 

industries. In Platforming process, light petroleum distillate (naphtha) is contacted with a platinum containing catalyst at elevated 

temperatures and hydrogen pressures ranging from 345 to 3450 kPa (50 to 500 lb/in 2 gage). Platforming produces a high-octane 

liquid product that is rich in aromatic compounds. Chemical-grade hydrogen, light gas, and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) are also 

produced as reaction by-products. Catalytic naphtha reforming is a key process in petroleum refining. To appreciate the 

significance of catalytic reforming in refinery operations, the use of octane number as a standard of gasoline quality must be 

understood. Octane rating has been used for many years to measure the antiknock performance of gasoline. The higher the octane 

number, the less the tendency for an engine to produce a knocking sound in an automobile engine [6]. 

 Platforming Process Description 

The flow diagram of the catalytic naphtha reforming unit modeled in this work is displayed in Figure 2. The feedstock to the 

catalyst reformer are the gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons (80-350 F), collectively known as naphtha in the refinery jargon, 

which are in the raw crude. These are separated from the other crude hydrocarbons by fractionation in the crude column. The 

gasoline, or naphtha, obtained directly from crude oil is almost always of such low octane number that a refiner cannot use it as a 

motor fuel. So the purpose of the catalyst reformer is to raise the octane number of gasoline to a higher octane number.  

The naphtha used as a cat reformer feedstock usually contains the mixture of paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatics in the carbon 

number range C5 – C10. Before feeding it to the catalyst reformer, naphtha is processed in a feed-preparation unit to remove 

contaminants such as sulfur, nitrogen, arsenic, and lead. The feed preparation unit itself is a catalytic unit using a cobalt-

molybdenum (Co-Mo) or a nickel-molybdenum (Ni-Mo) catalyst. These feed-preparation units are called hydrodesulphurization 

units or Hydrotreaters. The reformer reactor charge, fractionated to proper initial and end boiling points in the crude unit, and 

pretreated, is combined with a gas stream containing 60 to 90 mol % hydrogen. Thus total reactor charge is the naphtha feed plus 

the hydrogen-bearing recycle gas stream.  

The reactor feed must be raised to the proper temperature for the reforming reactions to occur when the charge contacts the 

catalyst. As shown in Figure 2, total reactor charge is heated, at first by exchange with effluent from the last reactor, and is finally 

brought up to the first reactor inlet temperature in the first charge heater also called as first interheater. (Effluent is total vapor 

flowing out of the last reactor). The reactor effluent-to-feed exchanger recovers the heat from the reactor effluent and provides it 

to the reactor feed. Thus it is one key to energy conservation in a catalytic reformer. The reactor effluents which may be as high as 

750 to 790 K must be cooled to 315 to 320 K for flash separation of hydrogen from reformate. This heat exchange is carried out 

in several banks of heat exchangers, arranged for parallel flow, or as in the case of some of the newer units, use one large single-

pass vertical exchanger. 

Catalytic reforming is a gas phase process. After passing through the reactor effluent-to-feed exchanger and the charge heater, 

the total reactor charge is 100% vapor, is up to reaction temperature, and is ready to contact the reforming catalyst. The most 

commonly used catalyst type is platinum on alumina support. Recent developments in catalysis have produced some bi-metallic 

catalysts, such as Pt-Re or Pt-Ir on alumina support, which are supposed to promote certain desirable reforming reactions. The 

flow scheme (Figure 2) shows four reactors in series. Reformers have been built with four or five reactors.  

It also must be mentioned that although the flow sheet shows all the reactors the same size, reactors are different sizes in many 

units, with the smallest reactor in the first position and the largest in the last position. The major reactions such as dehydrogenation 

of naphthenes are endothermic and very fast as compared to other reforming reactions. The first contact with catalyst causes a 

rapid decrease in temperature. Very quickly the temperature in the reactor drops so low that the reaction rate becomes too slow for 

commercial operation.  
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Fig. 2: CCR Platforming Process 

It is not unusual in the first reactor to have a temperature decrease between inlet and outlet of 50 to 70 K. For this reason, 

catalytic reformers are designed with multiple reactors and with heaters between reactors to maintain reaction temperature at 

operable levels. The net endothermic of reforming reactions decreases after the first Reactor, because the reactions, such as 

dehydrocyclization of paraffins which predominantly take place in the last two reactors, are only moderately endothermic as 

compared to dehydrogenation reactions. Hence, as total reactor charge passes through the reactor train (three or more reactors in 

series flow) the temperature differential across the reactors decreases. In fact, the last reactor may show zero endothermic or, in 

some cases, a small temperature increase. 

The effluent from the last reactor, at temperatures from 750-790 K is cooled by heat exchange with the reactor charge, then 

further cooled by air and water exchangers to 315-320 K. The stream then enters the separator vessel (called product separator), 

where flash separation of hydrogen and some of the light hydrocarbons (primarily methane and Ethane) takes place. The flashed 

vapor, containing 60 to 90 mol % hydrogen, passes to a compressor and then circulates to join the naphtha charge. The hydrogen 

circulation to the naphtha charge is called hydrogen recycle. The hydrogen recycle is maintained in order to control the rates of 

deactivation of the catalyst. Excess hydrogen from the separator is yielded to fuel gas or to hydrogen Consuming units in the 

refinery, for example, Hydrotreaters.  

The separator liquid, comprised mostly of the desired reformate product but also containing hydrogen, methane, ethane, propane, 

and butanes is pumped to the reformate stabilizer or fractionators. Reformate off the bottom of the stabilizer, the product that we 

are essentially interested in, is sent to storage for gasoline blending. 

IV. DEVELOPING SIMULATION MODEL 

After studying in detail about PFD and P&ID the next important step in the implementation process is to develop the simulation 

model based on the design data model. The simulation model will contain all the critical equipments like reactor, separator etc., 

and necessary input and output streams for simulation. The model may not have some of the equipments in detail like pumps, 

valves etc. After inputting the necessary stream and reactor specifications, the steady state simulation for the process can be carried 

out. One of the most important issues involved in any simulation is the selection of an appropriate physical property method that 

will accurately describe the system. The simulation library has a large number of alternative methods. In the present simulation 

peng-robinson property estimation method has been chosen. The components are chosen from the list of components available in 

the library of the simulation software. Once the simulation model is developed the input and output tags of both process variables 

and lab are taken for further simulation process. These process tags are kept in simulation process to trigger the input and output 

values automatically.  

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the present study the results of a simulation model of Platforming process [7] for online monitoring are analyzed for the deviations. 

An attempt is made to apply expert system for the diagnosis of the failures in remotely monitored operations for chemical process. 

For developing an expert system one should have knowledge on the Platforming process and simulation model. The simulation 

model will be able to monitor it online and the performance of the industry can be run and variables can be varied according to the 
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required specification. The variation in the products and other variables can be seen in the graphs and results section. The actual 

input variables are triggered into simulation model and are compared to the predicated values.  

The variation in the variables can be given by the difference between actual and predicated values. If the deviation is larger, the 

conditions and input values have to be changed so as to maintain a minimum deviation in the process. The deviation in difference 

between actual and predicted should be as small as possible to maintain a good performance. The deviation will be useful for the 

predicting the error in the system. If one or more deviations are shown then it might be not easy for the operator to identify the 

first cause of the system failure as a tremendous number of state variables is involved. It is however, logically possible to identify 

the error, provided that all the variables are detected.  

The importance of automated diagnosis of system failures has increased remarkably. The main objective of this is to develop a 

methodology where by an expert system could be used in an online mode for diagnosing the plant failures. The expert system can 

be developed for all the variables in the Platforming process. The main Platforming process variables which can be considered for 

expert system are illustrated in the figure 3. 

 
Fig 3: Platforming Process Variable 

 
Fig. 4: Decision Tree for Feed Temperature 

Let us consider few cases where the errors in the simulation model causing the system to deviate and workflow to stop. These 

errors can be divided in groups so that it might be easy to make out the first cause to system failures. With the help of these errors 
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we will develop an expert system for successful running of these remotely monitor unit operations. The method used for this expert 

system is forward chaining expert system where all the possible cases are discussed for solving the errors.  

The errors can be Simulation convergence error and logical error are those which causes workflow to stop not by the input values 

but in the simulation convergence like the temperature adjuster to the reactor having less minimum temperature to converge RONC, 

calculation error in spread sheet of simulation, missing of net reaction effluent temperature, stream containing negative values for 

compositions, wrongly mapping to simulation to flow sheet, wrongly mentioning the splitter fraction etc. From this the expert 

system is developed by using if-then production rules for predicting successful running of the remotely monitoring operations. In 

our present study the expert system is developed for Reactor temperature.  This expert system looks like decision trees and is given 

in figure 4. The detailed report and information on reactor temperature is given in the table 1. 
Table - 1 

Information on reactor temperature and warnings 

Information on Reactor Temperature, Combined Feed Exchanger and Charge Heaters 

 One of the important input variables in Platforming process is Reactor temperature. It is one of the most frequently controlled 

independent variable and control parameter used to meet Product Quality requirement. 

 Reaction Temperature are chosen to balance the advantage of increased RONC and disadvantage of increased deactivation rate as 

temperature increased. 

 The Platforming process is a high temperature process, so the temperature of the feed must be raised from its incoming temperature to 

Reaction Temperature. The temperature raise will be done by Combined Feed Exchanger and Charge Heaters. 

 Derived Reaction Temperatures are around 950 F - 1020 F. A wide range of temperature (700 F - 1050F) can be varied. So the Reactor 

Feed inlet Temp Should be > 700F and < 1050F. 

 If the Reactor inlet temperature is < 700F the Reactor will not run as the Reaction Rate and Catalyst Activity will be low. 

 If the Reactor inlet temperature is >1050 F it may cause a thermal reactions which reduces the Reformate Yield and catalyst Stability. 

As Hydrocracking Reactions are favoured at high temperatures where the Hydrogen is consumed and net liquid product is decreased 

making the reactions undesirable. 

 The initial temperature raise is accomplished in Combined Feed Exchanger (CFE) which serves two purposes first is to vaporize the 

feed on its way to the first reactor and second is to cool the last reactor effluent stream. 

 CFE is the first process unit in Platforming process where the feed naphtha and Recycle gas is mixed and vaporized. 

 If the CFE outlet is 500F - 600F then the feed might be partially Vaporized affecting the charge heater and the reaction temperature. 

 Check the (feed - Recycle Gas) temperature which is to be in the Range of 200F - 250F. 

 Check the Last Reactor effluent stream temperature which is to be in the Range of 900F - 975F causes less heat transfer to the Combined 

feed. 

 Charge Heaters raise the temperature of the Combined Feed to Reaction Temperature. The Reactor inlet Temperature can be 

maintained by the Charge Heaters. By simply raising or lowering the Heater outlet temperatures we can raise or lower the Reformate 

Octane Number. 

 Charge Heaters are placed between the CFE and Reactor which is used to raise the CFE outlet temperature. 

 If the Charge Heaters are not providing the required heat (600 F - 700 F) to maintain the Reaction temperature then it affects the feed 

inlet temperature causing the Reactions Rate and low Aromatics yield. 

 Check the Charge Heater operations and the Fuel flow to the heater. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this present work forward chaining expert system for Platforming process variables is developed for auto prediction, of each 

variable, for every stage having certain range of values. It is inferred that the expert system relates the primary deviations and 

errors and suggests the corrective action to be taken. The most significant aspect of the expert system lies in reducing the number 

of primary cause errors. By using the expert system, one can reduce the searching process to the practically feasible solution. The 

real causes for the upset can be identified after studying the details of the expert system. Finally, by knowing the range of each 

variable and the operation, one can identify the deviated variable. 
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